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The aim of this book is to make people think about virtual world design. Whether you agree  with any of it is not an issue, as long as you advance your own thoughts on the  subject.

Too much virtual world design is derivative. Designers take one  or more existing systems as foundations on which to build, sparing little  thought as to why these earlier worlds were constructed the way they were. This  is troubling, not because it leads to artistic sterility—designers are always  imaginative enough to make their creations special—but because the resulting  virtual worlds might not work as well as they  could. If designers don't know the reasoning behind earlier decisions, how can  they be sure that the conditions that sustained those decisions still apply when  they act on them?

Are designers even aware that there are decisions they can unmake?

Although a good deal of design is evolutionary, that does not  mean designers can't be revolutionary too. Virtual worlds are all about  freedom—for their inhabitants, yes, but also for their designers. Just because  every virtual world you can think of classifies characters using some variation  of a basic four-profession model, that doesn't mean your virtual world has to classify them that way; more  to the point, it doesn't even mean that your virtual world has to classify  characters at all.

Virtual worlds are unlike anything else. You can't approach  them from a background in some other area—game design, literature, media  studies, architecture, or whatever—and expect all the normal rules to apply.  Unfortunately, it doesn't look that way from the  outside. "How hard can it be?" is a question often asked by people entering the  field from some related area that is considered to be Pretty Damned Tough.
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iOS Wow Factor: UX Design Techniques for iPhone and iPadApress, 2011

	With the millions of apps in the crowded Apple iTunes App Store, it can be difficult to get your apps noticed. How can you make your app stand out from the crowd and get it the reviews it deserves? 
	
	iOS Wow Factor shows you how to get noticed! It explains how to go beyond the basics and where to "break the rules"...
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Quantum MechanicsCambridge University Press, 2009
Why yet another book on quantum mechanics? Quantum mechanics was born in the first quarter of the twentieth century and has received an enormous number of theoretical and experimental confirmations over the years. It is considered to be the fundamental physical paradigm, and has a wide range of applications, from cosmology to chemistry, and from...
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Advanced RenderMan: Creating CGI for Motion Pictures (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 1999

	Advanced RenderMan: Creating CGI for Motion Pictures is precisely what you and other RenderMan users are dying for. Written by the world's foremost RenderMan experts, it offers thoroughly updated coverage of the standard while moving beyond the scope of the original RenderMan Companion to provide in-depth information on...
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Windows Vista Just the Steps For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Just the steps you need to get going with Vista today!
   

   Simple steps...   

   ...for great results   

   Move a File or Folder    

	Right-click Start menu button and choose Explore.    
	In the resulting Windows Explorer window (see Figure 3-8), double-click a folder...
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Lonely Planet Amsterdam (City Travel Guide)Lonely Planet, 2012

	“Amsterdam’s compact core is laced by atmospheric lanes and quarters. You never know what you’ll find: a hidden garden, a jenever distillery, even an old monastery turned music venue.” – Karla Zimmerman, Lonely Planet Writer

	

	Our Promise

	

	You can trust our travel...
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The Tudors For Dummies (For Dummies (History, Biography & Politics)For Dummies, 2011

	This entertaining guide covers the period from 1485 to 1603, exploring the life and times of everyday people (from famine and the flu epidemic, to education, witchcraft and William Shakespeare) as well as the intrigues and scandals at court. Strap yourself in and get ready for a rollercoaster ride through the romantic and political liaisons...
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